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Outline

• Amplitude analysis and branching fraction (BF) measurement of  𝐷𝑠
+ →

𝐾+ 𝐾− π+

• Dalitz plot (DP) analysis of 𝐷𝑠
+ → π+π−π+

• Branching Fractions for 𝐷𝑠
+ → PP

• Branching Fractions of Exclusive Hadronic D → ηX

• Observation of 𝐷+ → ηηπ+ and improved measurement of 𝐷0(+) →

ηπ+π−(0)
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Amplitude analysis and branching fraction 
measurement of  𝐷𝑠

+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+
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Motivation:
 𝐷s

+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+ (charge conjugation implied) is usually used as the 
reference mode.

 Knowledge of the decay amplitude can reduce the systematic uncertainties 
related to the substructures.

 The branching fraction (BF) of 𝐷s
+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+ can be used as theoretical 

input.

 The BFs of 𝐷s
+ → ഥ𝐾∗(892)0𝐾+ and 𝐷s

+ → φ(1020) π+ measured in this 
analysis can help to refine theoretical models.

 The Dalitz plot analyses of 𝐷s
+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+ have been performed by E687, 

BABAR and CLEO collaborations.  However, there are obvious differences of 
decay fraction of f0π+ among the results.

 With a data sample of  3.19 fb−1 collected with BESIII detector at 𝐸cms =
4.178 GeV,  we can get a nearly background free data sample, which is critical 
for  the amplitude analysis.
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Double Tag (DT): reconstruct both of  𝐷𝑠
+𝐷𝑠

−

Eight tag modes: 

𝐷𝑠
− → 𝐾+𝐾−π− , 𝐷𝑠

− → 𝐾𝑆
0𝐾−, 𝐷𝑠

− → 𝐾𝑆
0𝐾−π+π−, 𝐷𝑠

− → 𝐾−π+π− ,

𝐷𝑠
− → 𝐾𝑆

0𝐾+π−π−, 𝐷𝑠
− → π+π−π− , 𝐷𝑠

− → η′π−, 𝐷𝑠
− → 𝐾+𝐾−π−π0
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Amplitude analysis of 𝐷𝑠
+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+

Totally 4399 𝐷𝑠
+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+ events with 

99.6% signal purity in the signal region.

BESIII Preliminary



Likelihood function: 

ln𝐿 = 

𝑖
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Amplitude analysis of 𝐷𝑠
+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+
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Efficiency 

Normalization integral Total amplitude: 𝑀 𝑝𝑗 = σ𝑛 𝑐𝑛 𝐴𝑛(𝑝𝑗)

Amplitude parameterization: 

𝐴𝑛 𝑝𝑗 = 𝑃𝑛 𝑝𝑗 ∗ 𝑆𝑛 𝑝𝑗 ∗ 𝐹𝑛 𝑝𝑗 ∗ 𝐹𝑛
𝐷 𝑝𝑗

𝑆𝑛 𝑝𝑗 : spin factor

𝐹𝑛 𝑝𝑗 /𝐹𝑛
𝐷 𝑝𝑗 : Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factors of resonances / 𝐷𝑠

𝑃𝑛 𝑝𝑗 : propagator

Eur. Phys. J. A 16, 537 (2003) 



Amplitude parameterization: 

𝑃𝑛 𝑝𝑗 : propagator

Amplitude analysis of 𝐷𝑠
+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+
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𝐾∗ (892)0、 φ(1020)、 𝑓0(1710) and  𝑓0(1370)：

Relativistic Breit-Wigner

𝐾0
∗ (1430)0： Flatté formula

PRD 95, 072001(2017)

𝐾+ 𝐾− S-wave ( 𝑆(980) ) extracted from model-independent partial wave analysis

χ2/NDF = 1.17

The parameterization of  S(980):
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PLB 607, 243(2005)Fixed to PDG values

corrected for efficiency, phase space,
and background subtracted 

Fit of squared
S-wave amplitude



Dalitz plot projections:

Black dots with error bars: data
Blue solid lines:  projection of amplitude analysis results

Amplitude analysis of 𝐷𝑠
+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+
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Amplitude analysis of 𝐷𝑠
+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+
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Fit results:

Comparison with BABAR and CELO results:

BESIII Preliminary

BESIII Preliminary

Background 
free



Branching fraction measurement of 𝐷𝑠
+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+

DT yield ( Cat. A and Cat. B): 5148 ±77
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𝐷𝑠
− → other tag &𝐷𝑠

+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+ 𝐷𝑠
− → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π− &𝐷𝑠

+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+

𝐁𝐅 results:

Fit of mass of Ds from signal side Fit of  mass difference of Ds from signal side 
and tag side

Cat. A Cat. B

The best precision at present 

Consistent with theoretical predictions
Phys. Rev. D 93, 114010 (2016) 

BESIII Preliminary

BESIII Preliminary



Dalitz plot analysis of 𝐷𝑠
+ → π+π−π+
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D
s
+→π+π-π+:Motivation

 Though discovered long time ago, f
0
(980) resonance still needs to be better 

understood

 Dalitz-plot (DP) analysis of D
s
+→πππ could improve understanding of scalar 

mesons f
0
(X) due to large coupling: > 80% S-wave contribution

 D
s
+→ρ0π+ is also a very important input for the D

s
→VP global study [Cheng et 

al., Phys. Rev. D93 (2016) 114010]

 The most precise DP results by BABAR based on 13K data events with 
signal purity of 80% [Phys. Rev. D 79, 032003 (2009)]

 We aim at offering DP measurements with even higher precision using BESIII 
data
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D
s
+→π+π-π+: Overview

 Using 3.19 fb-1 data @ E
cm

= 4178 MeV

 Singly tagged D
s
+→π+π-π+, with D

s
from e+e-

→D
s
*D

s
process

 Background suppression with artificial neural 

networks by considering two different 

categories of D
s
+ (Direct or from D

s
*)

 Model-independent partial wave analysis 

(MIPWA) for π+π- S-wave extraction

 GPU acceleration for Dalitz-plot fitting: 

GooFit

13.8 K data events with 80% 

signal purity in the signal 

region for DP analysis 

3.19 fb-1 @√s = 4.178 GeV

P
u

ll

BESIII preliminary
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https://github.com/GooFit/GooFit


Dalizt-plot distribution
3.19 fb-1 @ √s = 4.178 GeV

Symmetrized Dalitz-plot

BESIII preliminaryf
0
(980)

f
0
(980)

f
2
(1270)/

f
0
(1370)
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Dalitz-plot model

 Unbinned ML fit with likelihood function depending on DP 
position (x, y) for each event:

 Fit fractions of different (non-)resonant contributions:

Signal part

Background part

Signal fraction
Normalized shape based on 

sideband data

DP efficiency determined 

by PHSP MC
Normalization integral:
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Fit results

 Dalitz-plot data versus fit model:

DAT

A

Model

Distribution of χ

using an adaptive 

binning method: fit 

χ2/N
dof

= 344/342 

with p-value @ 0.45

BESIII 

preliminary

BESIII 

preliminary
3.19 fb-1 @ √s = 4.178 GeV
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Fit projections

Blue dashed: background

Gray: π+π- S-wave

Red: f
2
(1270)π

Yellow: ρ(770)π

Magenta: ρ(1440)π

Blue: full model

BESIII 

preliminary

3.19 fb-1 @ √s = 4.178 GeV
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Comparison with BABAR results

BESIII 

preliminary

3.19 fb-1 @ √s = 4.178 GeV

With improved precision, our results are compatible with BABAR measurements

[PRD 79 (2009) 032003]
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Branching Fractions for 𝐷𝑠
+ → PP
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Fit of invariant mass of 𝐷𝑠
+

arXiv:2005.05072 submitted to JHEP

6.37 fb−1 collected with BESIII detector at 𝐸cms = 4.178 − 4.226 GeV

Normalization mode

 Crucial calibrations to different theoretical models
 Exlpore SU(3) asymmetries for 𝐷𝑠

+ mesons

Relative BFs compared with PDG

Precisions significantly improved



Branching Fractions of Exclusive Hadronic D → ηX
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Charge-conjugated BFs and asymmetries

arXiv:2004.13910 PRL accepted

2.93 fb−1 collected with BESIII detector at 𝐸cms = 3.773 GeV

 Exclusive D decays to η are key potential backgrounds in some LFU tests
 Known 𝑫𝟎/𝑫+ exclusive decays to η only account for 44% / 16%
 Crucial to address the tensions found in LFU tests with semileptonic B decays
 Search for CP violation in hadronic D decays

No evidence of CP violation found

Absolute BFs



No evidence of CP violation found

Observation of 𝐷+ → ηηπ+ and improved 

measurement of 𝐷0(+) → ηπ+π−(0)

21

Phys. Rev. D 101, 052009 (2020)

2.93 fb−1 collected with BESIII detector at 𝐸cms = 3.773 GeV

The projections on 𝑀BC
sig

(top) and   

𝑀BC
tag

(bottom) of the 2D fits to the 

DT events

 Clarify the gaps between inclusive and known D → ηX decay rates
 Important inputs for charm and B physics



Summary 
 Amplitude analysis and BF measurement of 𝑫𝑺

+ → 𝑲+ 𝑲− π+

 Our measured decay fractions of 𝑆(980) π+/ 𝑓0(1710) π
+/𝑓0(1370) π

+ are 
close to those of BABAR.

 We measured the BF of 𝐷𝑆
+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+ with the best precision to be:

 The BFs of 𝐷s
+ → ഥ𝐾∗(892)0𝐾+ and 𝐷s

+ → φ(1020) π+ measured in this analysis 
confirm some theoretical predictions:

 Dalitz plot analysis of Ds
+→π+π-π+

 MIPWA result on the S-wave component of Ds
+→π+π-π+ is the world’s most 

precise

 Br(Ds
+→ρ0π+) about 1σ lower than the PDG value:
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BESIII Preliminary

BESIII Preliminary

Theory (A1 / S4): diagrammatic approach 
under flavor SU(3) symmetry
Phys. Rev. D 93, 114010 (2016) 

𝛤 Τ𝐷𝑠
+ → 𝜌0𝜋+ 𝛤 𝐷𝑠

+ → 𝜋+𝜋−𝜋+ = 0.9 ± 0.4 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡 ± 0.5 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 BESIII Preliminary



Summary 

 BFs for 𝑫𝒔
+ → PP

 Precisions significantly improved

 BFs of Exclusive Hadronic D → ηX

 First measurement

 No evidence of CP violation found

 Observation of 𝑫+ → ηηπ+ and improved measurement of 𝑫𝟎(+) →

ηπ+π−(𝟎)

 No evidence of CP violation found
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Backup
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Amplitude analysis and branching fraction 
measurement of  𝐷𝑠

+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+
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Amplitude parameterization: 

𝑃𝑛 𝑝𝑗 : propagator

Amplitude analysis of 𝐷𝑠
+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+
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𝐾∗ (892)0、 φ(1020)、 𝑓0(1710) and  𝑓0(1370)：

Relativistic Breit-Wigner

𝐾0
∗ (1430)0： Flatté formula

PRD 95, 072001(2017)

𝐾+ 𝐾− S-wave ( 𝑆(980) ) extracted from model-independent partial wave analysis (MIPWA) 

PLB 607, 243(2005)Fixed to PDG values

Why?
 Resonances a0(980) and  f0 980 , denoted as S(980), could not be well distinguished  as the strong 

overlapping and same 𝐽𝑃𝐶 .

How to extract S-wave shape:
 Write the  angular distribution in terms of the spherical functions, we can get coefficients in the expansion:

𝑌𝑘
0 = න

−1

1

𝑌𝑘
0 cosΘ

𝑑𝑁

𝑑cosΘ
𝑑𝑁 ≈ 

𝑛=1

𝑁

𝑌𝑘
0 cosΘ𝑛

Θ: helecity angle

 Only S-wave and P-wave should be considered at the low end of 𝐾+ 𝐾− spectrum, then we can obtain:

Squared S-wave amplitude  𝑆 2 = 4π 𝑌0
0 − 5π 𝑌2

0 Squared P-wave amplitude P 2 = 5π 𝑌2
0
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MIPWA of 𝐷𝑠
+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+ to extract S(980) lineshape

Single Tag(ST): reconstruct only one of the 𝐷𝑠
+𝐷𝑠

−.
Totally 19325 𝐷𝑠

+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+

events with 96%  signal purity after multi-variable 
analysis performed. BESIII Preliminary

𝐾+ 𝐾− S-wave ( 𝑆(980) ) extracted from model-independent partial wave analysis (MIPWA) 

χ2/NDF = 1.17

Fit of squared
S-wave amplitude

The parameterization of  S(980):
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corrected for efficiency, phase space,
and background subtracted Used in amplitude analysis



Systematic uncertainties for 𝐷𝑠
+ → 𝐾+ 𝐾− π+
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Amplitude analysis:

BF measurement:

BESIII Preliminary

BESIII Preliminary

Sys. uncertainties in units of the corresponding stat. uncertainties

I :   Parameters of resonances
II :  Blatt-Weisskopf Barrier 
III:  Fit bias 
IV:  Detector effects 
V:   Model assumptions
VI:  Background estimation 
VII: Contributions of processes discarded 

I, II & IV dominate

Relative sys. uncertainties 

PID & tracking dominate



Dalitz plot analysis of 𝐷𝑠
+ → π+π−π+
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Fit results by using the BABAR model 

[PRD 79, 032003 (2009)]:
See back-up for other models tested

See the right table

S-wave is parametrized by an 

interpolation between the N=29 control 

points also used by BABAR:

BESIII preliminary
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Unnormalized 
spherical harmonic 
moments versus 
m(π+π-)

BESIII 

preliminary
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Systematic uncertainties
 Uncertainties of different origins have been considered, such as Blatt-

Weisskopf barrier factors, resonance masses & widths, alternative S-
wave model setup, narrower signal mass window, etc.

(i
n
 p

e
rc

e
n
ta

g
e
)

BESIII preliminary

(radians)

(radians)

The Dalitz-plot fit model has been validated with full MC simulation, see backup for details
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Choice of signal Dalitz-plot model

 Different fit models are tested, and Fit 4 is chosen as the 

nominal fit model:

The results of Fit 5 are considered as the systematic uncertainties on ω (“Alt. Fit”)
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Fit model validation

 Dalizt-plot fit model is tested with 35 signal+background 
MC samples each is statistically matched to the data 

Pull RMS:

Pull Mean:

The mean biases 

are considered as 

the systematic 

uncertainties on “Fit 

Bias”
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